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Abstract: The course timetabling problem is common for all academic institutions. One of the Master Program
Coordinator’s tasks in the School of Computing, Universiti Utara Malaysia, is to produce the postgraduate course
timetabling for every semester. Currently, this task is handled manually, which is tedious as several other tasks need to be
completed, such as managing other administrative tasks, class preparation, class lecture, student supervision, and
managing research. This study proposed the SOC Postgraduate course timetable system that has minimum clashes of
courses within the same curricula. Waterfall development is used in developing this system. This system can assist the
coordinator in producing timetables more efficiently.
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is the person in charge of managing the postgraduate (PG)
courses timetable. SOC have two master’s programs with
coursework mode, such as Master of Science in
Information and Communication Technology [MSC
(ICT)] and Master of Science in Information
Technology [MSC(IT)]. The offering of courses in both
programs changed every semester. The MPC will need to
plan so that the courses offered will not clash with other
courses in the same curricula (program). Therefore, the MPC
will need to make more effort in planning the schedule. The
workload of the MPC had increased as they had other tasks
to complete at the same time. Moreover, planning the schedule
that needs to be changed semester by semester was tedious.
From this point of view, this study proposed the PG course
timetabling system that can produce a timetable with
minimum clashes between courses.

1. Introduction
Education timetables can be classified into the course,
examination, and school timetabling [1][2]. Timetabling is
common in daily life as many people will plan the schedule
or timeline for the things they need to do. Timetabling brings
out the meaning of scheduling, planning or arranging the events.
People used to plan their timetables manually. Few methods
such as drawing by hand and illustrating were used. However,
when the era of technology came, people changed their way of
doing timetabling.
There are many tools now that can facilitate people to
arrange their timetables—for example, Microsoft Excel and a
smartphone with a built-in memo.
In the School of Computing (SOC), Universiti Utara
Malaysia (UUM), the Master Program Coordinator (MPC)
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The following section describes the literature review on
university timetabling and the approaches used to solve it. First,
the methodology used to develop the proposed system is
described in Section 3. Then, Section 4 presented the design and
development of the proposed system, while Section 5 illustrated
the evaluation procedure and the results of the proposed
system. Finally, section 6 summarized the conclusion and future
works.

2. Literature review
As this study focuses on PG course timetabling, the
reviews are mainly on the course university timetabling
problem and approaches for solving it. The university course
timetabling problem (UCTP) assigns courses (consisting
of one or more lectures) to a timeslot on a specific day and
a specific room. The aim is to generate a feasible timetable
in which each lecture of a course must be scheduled in a
particular timeslot and room, and any two lectures cannot
be assigned to the same timeslot. These conditions are
categorized as hard constraints in timetabling. Hard
constraints are limitations that must be fulfilled so that they can
produce a feasible timetable. That means that the production
timetable must strictly obey these hard constraints.
In the process of assigning the courses, some other
conditions, which are soft constraints, would also be
considered; for instance, the number of students attending
the course for each lecture must be less than or equal to the
capacity of the rooms hosting the lectures, the lectures of
each course should be spread across a given number of
days, etc. Soft constraints are desirable constraints that are
not necessarily needed to create a feasible timetable.
However, the more the number of soft constraints fulfilled
could increase the quality of the produced timetable. Figures 1
and 2 show examples of the hard and soft constraints.
At the end of the process, the overall objective is to
satisfy all the hard constraints and minimize the violation
of soft constraints.

Fig. 2. Soft constraints that had been used frequently by
researchers

The work towards solving UCTP consists of many
approaches as described as follows:
In mathematical programming approaches [3], the
timetabling problem was decomposed into two sub-problems.
Then the sub-problems were solved sequentially. The first
was the scheduling of classes to periods and the second task
was the assignment of classes to classrooms.
In graph colouring approaches [4], the course period in
timetabling is represented by using graphs. For example,
construct the timetable with minimum clashes to prevent
two adjacent vertices from being in the same color by
coloring those vertices. Each color is represented as one of the
time periods inside a timetable. After that, the largest degree
first, largest weighted degree, and color degree timetabling
heuristic will be used to construct a timetable with minimum
clashes. Finally, the heuristic will be used based on the
difficulty in estimating the timetable.
The cluster method [5][6][7] is a type of method that
separates the task or event into different groups according to
the hard constraints. Then the groups will need to arrange
accordingly to satisfy the soft constraints, but this method
could not produce a high-quality timetable result.
In constraint-based approaches [8][9], a timetable
containing a set of hard constraints will need to satisfy
several soft constraints. Compared to the cluster method,
when assigning constraints becomes infeasible, this
approach has a backtracking process that can solve the
situation and fulfil all constraints.
Metaheuristic methods consist of many approaches
such as simulated annealing [10], tabu search [11], genetic
algorithms [12], harmony search [13], and hybridization of
metaheuristic approaches [14][15][16]. The pros and cons of
the method were that the solution produced by this method is
of quality, but it requires experiences and people with a
foundation in metaheuristic knowledge to use it.
In case-based reasoning [17], the previous timetabling and
their reasonable solutions are modelled as a case base. Later, it

Fig. 1. Hard constraints that had been used frequently by
researchers
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will be compared with the new case or the problem to be
solved by using a similarity measure or formula.
TABLE 2. REQUIREMENTS LIST FOR DEVELOPING THE SYSTEM
Requirement
Requirements
Priority
ID
Description
1
REG
Register
The system allowed the
master’s program
REG_1
coordinator to
register
The system allowed the
master’s program
REG_2
coordinator to enter a
username and password
2
LOG
Log in
The system allowed the
master’s
LOG_1
M
program coordinator to
login i n to the system
The system allowed the
master’s
LOG_2
program coordinator to
M
enter username and
password
The system login to the
LOG_3
M
homepage.
The system allowed the
LOG_4
master’s program
M
coordinator to log out.
3
CRT
Create timetable result
The system enabled the
master’s
CRT_1
program coordinator to
M
perform timetable
scheduling.
The system enabled the
master’s
program coordinator to
CRT_2
M
select the entered data
that needed to perform
timetable scheduling.
The system enabled the
master’s program
coordinator to
CRT_3
M
preview the timetable
result after being
processed.
4
OUT
Log out
The system allowed the
master’s
OUT_1
M
program coordinator to
logout from the system
5
USA
Usability
USA_1
The system had a nice and
D
interactive interface design.
USA_3
The system allowed the
M
master’s program
coordinator login
successfully with known
predefined username and
password.
6
SEC
Security
SEC_1
The system can only log in
M
with
a predefined username and
password.

Num

3. Methodology
The waterfall development methodology was used in
developing the PG course timetabling system. Waterfall
development consists of several phases: planning, analysis,
design, implementation, testing, integration, and
maintenance [18].
In the planning phase, literature reviews from SOC
websites and SOC PG academic handbooks were
conducted to identify current entity features in PG SOC
course timetabling. Table 1 shows the entities involved in
the PG course timetable, such as the number of courses
offered, number of rooms, and number of curricula in the
PG SOC program.
TABLE 1. PG SOC PROGRAM FEATURES

Number of
courses

Number of
rooms

8

4

Number
of
curricula
2

After the conceptual ideas and essential information had
been defined, a requirements analysis was conducted.
Requirements of the system had been gathered using the
interviewing method with the user of the system, such as
MPC and master students, to collect functional and nonfunctional requirements of the system, which is to help the
master student to preside timetable each semester that fulfil
with the preferences. The requirements analysis had been
documented in the requirements specification, as shown in
Table 2. This requirements specification will be used as a
reference for the design phase.
In the design phase, many diagrams were formed to
show the design and give direction toward the
implementation phase. After the requirements were collected
and transformed into functional and non-functional
requirements, they were analyzed and modelled into charts
or diagrams to present their relationship. The requirements
were visualized through Unified Modelling Language
(UML) into three diagrams which are the use case diagram
(Figure 3), class diagram (Figure 4) and sequence diagram
(Figure 5). The use case diagram of the system showed what
can the SOC Postgraduate Subject Timetable did graphically.
It also specified the function of the system. The class
diagram is generated to model the elements and used to
facilitate building the system. It also acts as the blueprint for
the other diagrams. The sequence diagram showed the SOC
Postgraduate Subject Timetable flow when the user interacted
with the system. It also showed the operation of the system
while performing the function. In addition, the design of the user
interfaces is also modelled. For example, the interface to key in
the student details, the subject details, location of output in
the system, and system navigation such as starting and
stopping the process. Figures 6 and 7 show the example
interfaces of the system prototype.

For the implementation phase, the code of the system had
been written. The programming language used was java
swing. phpMyAdmin local MySQL database had also been
used in developing the system.
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Fig. 6. Interfaces of login and registration

Fig. 3 . Use case diagram for the system

Fig. 7. Interface of the system homepage

In the testing phase, the SOC PG course timetable was
evaluated using a moderated usability test method that involves
one-on-one sessions between the moderator and
participants. Thirty-one respondents participated in this
evaluation. The following procedure was implemented in
the evaluation process:
a) The facilitator invited the participant by sharing the link
to join the Cisco Webex meeting, and the Google Form
link was ready. The system was also opened and stood by.
b) The participants joined in the Cisco Webex meeting that
the facilitator provided.
c) The participant agreed to the consent form in Google
Form.
d) The participant took control of the facilitator’s device to
interact with the system.
e) The participants run the task that was provided by the
facilitator, e.g., login to the system, create a timetable,
etc.
f) After completing all the tasks, the facilitator controlled the
device.
g) Lastly, the participant must answer the post-task
questionnaire through the Google Form (continue from
the agreed consent form Google Form).

Fig. 4 . Sequence diagram for the system

4. Result of the evaluation
This section analyzed the responses from the
participants. As shown in Figure 8, the respondents were
primarily female, with 58.1% weightage out of 100% and
16 out of 31 respondents. The respondents were mainly in
the age group of 21-25 years old. Almost half of the
respondents will plan their schedule or timeline to arrange
their to-do list. In respondents who responded yes to their
habit of planning their schedule, tools frequently used in

Fig. 5 . Class diagram for the system
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making their schedule or timeline by the respondents were
Microsoft Excel. The evaluation of the timetabling system
usability consisted of 17 statements. The responses have
been tabulated in Table 3.
From Table 3, it can be seen that the overall usability
of the SOC PG course timetable has more than average
satisfaction. The first statement indicates that
respondents are mostly satisfied with the system. In
terms of the usability of the timetabling system, it is also
more than average agreed that the system performed
well. Statements 8 to 13 represented the ease of use of
the system. The response showed that the system is easy
to use. However, three respondents strongly disagree
with statement 11, indicating that written instruction is
important in helping new users interact with the system.
Finally, the satisfaction of the timetabling system
showed that most respondent responses agree and
strongly agree, partially neutral and minor responses
disagree. It indicates that although the system usability is
more than average, enhancements are needed.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

0
3.2
0
9.7
0
0
9.7
12.9
0
6.5
0
9.7
Satisfaction with the
0
0
0
3.2
0
6.5
0
3.2

16.1
29
6.5
35.5
19.4
29
12.9
25.8
19.4
22.6
9.7
29
timetabling system
12.9
38.7
6.5
32.3
6.5
32.3
22.6
35.5

51.6
48.4
51.6
38.7
51.6
51.6
48.4
58.1
54.8
38.7

5. Conclusion
Efficient and effective timetable tasks are essential for
academic institutions, so that teaching and learning can happen
using optimized resources. It is also part of a smart campus
initiative at UUM. As many postgraduate students are doing
their master’s study part-time, timetabling is necessary to
allow them to enrol in the courses conveniently that do not
overlap with their working time. Therefore, this paper
described the development and evaluation of the SOC PG
course timetable, a timetabling system that can minimize
clashes between courses in the same curricula. After the
evaluation process had been done, it could be noticed that
improvement was needed. Moreover, a system engine that
uses an algorithm will also be a part of the plan to improve
further or develop the system so that the functionality and
efficiency of the system could be more adaptive to the
problem. The burden of the program coordinator would also be
expected to be decreased after using the system.
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